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Committee of Council 

Committee of the Council of 

The Corporation of the City of Brampton
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Date: May 5,2014	 COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL 
PATE:^W<r (t/20(4

File: P26SB 007 

Subject: Status Report: "Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Study" 

Contact: Alex Taranu, Manager, Architectural Design (905-874-3454) 

Overview: 

•	 The purpose of this report is to update the Committee of the status of work and 
to seek direction for the advancement of work on the Downtown Etobicoke 
Creek Revitalization Study. 

•	 Based on the preliminary concepts endorsed by the Committee on May 29th, 
2013, the joint project team (the City, TRCA and the consulting team) have 
continued to explore potential mitigation measures to reduce and eliminate risks 
due to river flooding, and study their impact on the area and on the Downtown 
Revitalization process. 

•	 AMEC, TRCA's consultant has further explored the selected short list of flood 
mitigation options with focus on potential configurations of a Flood Protection 
Landform (FPL), channel reconfiguration, as well as downstream and upstream 
implications. 

•	 The Planning Partnership, the City's Urban Design consultant has focused on 
the urban design implications of the potential mitigation measures, has 
developed the Vision, urban design principles and the master concept plan for 
the area, assessed development and public realm opportunities and identified a 
potential Pilot project along the channel. 

•	 Based on this preliminary analysis, feasible solutions are available to prevent 
the spill of flood waters into the downtown area and to contain the flows during 
a regulatory storm within the Etobicoke Creek. Given the nature of flooding, a 
combination of mitigation measures will be required. A second phase of study 
is recommended, including the development of an Integrated Riverine-Urban 
Flood model to advance the projects towards the Environmental Assessment 
(EA) stage. 
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Recommendations: 

1.	 THAT the Planning Report from Alex Taranu dated May 5th, 2014to the Committee of 
Council meeting ofJune 11th , 2014 re: "Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization 
Study" be received; 

2. THAT the urban design and land use vision, principles and master concept plan 
described in this report be endorsed; 

3.	 THAT staff be directed to complete the Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization 
Study, and to initiate additional technical studies as described in this report, including 
an Integrated Riverine-Urban Flood analysis and report back to the Committee; 

4. THAT staff initiate an Environmental Assessment process toward implementation of a 
preferred flood mitigation project, once supporting technical studies are completed, 
and that TRCA be requested to act as proponent, or co-proponent on the study as 
appropriate; 

5. THAT staff be directed to further explore the Scott Street Pilot project and to report 
back to the Committee including cost and implementation; and 

6.	 THAT this report be forwarded to TRCA and the Region of Peel for information. 

Background: 

The Downtown Special Policy Area and the Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Study 
have continued to be subject of intense work. The Downtown Special Policy Area update has 
been completed and has received the Province approvals, offering an updated planning 
framework for the immediate future. The Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Study is 
comprised of two feasibility studies - Flood Mitigation and Urban Design/Land use, and is 
managed by a joint study team of both City and TRCA staff. The work provides concepts of 
the potential longer term solutions and establishes a vision for the central area core that 
balances public realm, the environment and hazard management. 

The purpose of this report is to update the Committee of the status of work as directed 
following the May 29th 2013 staff and TRCA Status Report (see the Committee 
Recommendation in Appendix 1)and to seek direction for the completion of the study and 
next steps. 

Current Situation: 

The May 29th, 2013 report outlined a general Vision for the area summarized as "The City 
Faces the River, the City Rediscovers the River". Since that time the joint team including 
City and TRCA staff has worked intensely and advanced the two study components. This 
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section summarizes the main concepts and preliminary findings of the feasibility studies 
underway: 

• Flood Protection and Mitigation FeasibilityStudy (AMEC/TRCA) 
• Urban Design and Land Use Study (The Planning Partnership/City of Brampton) 

For additional details see Appendix 2: Discussion Paper. 

A. Flood Protection and Mitigation Feasibility Study (AMEC/TRCA) 

The goal of the Flood Protection Feasibility Study, led by TRCA, is to examine options to 
reduce and/or eliminate the Regional storm event flood. The Flood Characterization 
assessment for this study has determined that the flooding in downtown Brampton relates to 
two mechanisms: a spill condition from Etobicoke creek at Church Street and just 
downstream through Rosalea Park, as well as a backwater condition downstream of the 
railway (at the downstream limit of the Special Policy Area). Based on this, flood mitigation 
alternatives have been considered which have the potential to address one or both of these 
mechanisms. The assessment has been conducted as a feasibility study, whereby the results 
of several previous studies (e.g., Ken Whillans Drive Extension and Downtown Drainage 
Improvements Class EA, and others) have been used as appropriate, along with several new 
alternatives, and combinations of alternatives not previously addressed. 

Nine (9) flood mitigation alternatives and/or combinations of alternatives were short-listed 
for further study after a rigorous analysis and selection criteria were applied to the initial long-
list ofalternatives (as presented previously on May 29th 2013) Combination 2 (which 
combines a flood protection landform with lowering of the by-pass channel) was the only 
solution found that would meet the flood protection goal of removing flood risk while providing 
permanent flood protection, thereby allowing for the removal of lands from the floodplain 
(with policy implications for the SPA). The secondary goal, of reducing flood risks (with 
permanent flood control measures) can also be met with various alternatives or combinations 
thereof. These would include the construction of a landform, channel lowering, channel 
widening, bridge improvements or combinations. 

The construction of a "berm" (which is physically different than a "landform") at Rosalea Park 
would provide functional flood risk reduction but would not be considered to be a permanent 
structure. Should the landform options be screened from future study due to cost 
constraints, then Alternative 2 (berm option) could be considered in the general interest of 
protection of public safety. 

Although stormwater management (Alternative B3) does not mitigate flood risk in the 
downtown core as a stand-alone alternative, it has been advanced as it represents the 



potential to mitigate Regional Storm flood impacts associated with future development in the 
headwaters of Etobicoke Creek. 

Preliminary study conclusions: 

The current study has demonstrated that there are several feasible flood protection 
alternatives available to either mitigate or reduce the existing riverine flood risk in Downtown 
Brampton. For any of the short-listed flood protection alternatives to be implemented, the 
planning and design process would be required to fulfill the provisions of the Environmental 
Assessment Act and comply with the Class Environmental Assessment (EA) process. The 
Class EA process requires that the implementation of a qualifying project (e.g. flood 
protection works) consider all functional, natural, social and economic impacts and 
opportunities. The current study has primarily focused on the functional environment while 
identifying the other components of an EA study at a high-level only. 

While feasibility of providing riverine flood protection has been assessed, additional technical 
considerations are necessary in order to comprehensively understand the risks in the 
downtown core. One of the key considerations is the impact of stormwater drainage and its 
relationship/conveyance paths to the river. 

An Integrated riverine-urban flood investigation is required as the next step in gaining a full 
understanding of the issues pertaining to flood risk. This work recognizes the complexities of 
drainage and will be one of the firsts of its kind in Ontario, and will showcase Brampton's 
innovation and technical advancements in this area. 

B. Urban Design and Land Use Study (The Planning Partnership/City of Brampton) 

The Planning Partnership, the City's Urban Design consultant, has focused on the urban 
design implication of the potential mitigation measures, has developed the master concept 
plan for the area, and assessed development and public realm impacts and potential in order 
to achieve the City's Vision outlined in the May 29th Report. 

Under "The City Faces the River, the City Rediscovers the River" banner, key concepts 
such as integrating a potential Flood Protection Landform with the public realm, reconfiguring 
the channel for public use, establishing pedestrian and cycling connections through a 
riverwalk system and in general transforming a liability to a opportunity and asset have been 
presented. The preliminary conclusion of the first phase of the study is that the Etobicoke 
Creek area of Downtown has great redevelopment potential and there is an opportunity to 
reduce/ contain/eliminate flood risk, remove the Special Policy Area constraint and to create 
a place that attracts people and development, re-establishes connections and strengthens 
the downtown character. 



The months since the last report saw very intense project activity: further study has been 
performed to assess in more detail flood mitigation options, to look at impacts of such 
measures to the surrounding area. Work on the Urban Design/Land use side could be 
summarized as it follows: 

•	 The Urban Design Vision for the area has been refined and the 10 Urban Design 
Principles for the Revitalization of the area summarized (see Appendix 2 for details) 

•	 The Urban Design and Land use concepts for the area have been further developed 
based on the main solutions of the flood mitigation measures including an overall Master 
Concept Plan integrated within the area context, two urban design concept plans 
integrating the two preferred Flood Protection Landform concepts and concepts for 
channel reconfiguration. 

•	 Conceptual sections have also been developed including the idea of rebuilding the Church 
Street bridge. Preliminary concepts have been developed for changes in land use that 
may be triggered by the flood mitigation measures and the development of the open space 
system, based on the idea that the newly redeveloped park could be an attraction for 
development. These will be developed through the upcoming Downtown Master Plan work 
to be initiated by the City. 

•	 Preliminary concepts have also been developed for a potential Pilot project, a walkway 
that could be built on existing TRCA lands above the flood line, connecting Scott and 
Queen Streets along the channel, sending a strong signal of the City's interest and longer 
term vision for the area. 

•	 Preliminary cost estimates at a range of magnitude level have also been prepared for the 
concepts. They will need to be revisited as mitigation solutions evolve, urban flood is taken 
in consideration and the implications on the existing area are studied. 

Case studies and examples 

Staff is actively monitoring relevant projects from Toronto and across the country that offer 
useful lessons and precedents and will keep Council updated on their development (see 
Appendix 2 for details) 

Evaluation 

Due to the very preliminary nature of the study the focus of this phase was on the feasibility 
of various options. Full development and evaluation of options will be performed at the formal 
EA stage. 

Coordination with other projects and initiatives 

There are a number of projects in the area that are closely related to this project. They 
include: the Ken Whilans extension EA; Central Area Sustainable Infrastructure study; Queen 



street High Order Transit; Pathways and Rosalea Park development; Downtown 
Beautification; various other planning and urban design projects such as the Community 
Improvement Plan, Downtown Mobility Hub Plan and Guidelines, development approvals. 
Staff from various departments are part of the Joint Team with TRCA and ensure full 
coordination among these projects including interim work related to the Tennis Club area. 

Communication and engagement 

Following the May 29th Committee report and communication a Web page has been 
developed and posted on the City's Web site to ensure communication with the stakeholders 
and interested public. TRCA has also developed a brochure including facts about the flood 
issues and channel. 

A Powerpoint presentation has been developed including graphic illustrations of the Vision 
and potential concepts (see Appendix 3). The study is at a very preliminary stage and highly 
technical in nature - as the project progresses appropriate channels of communication and 
consultation will be established as directed in the May 29th, 2013 recommendations. 

Corporate Implications: 

Financial Implications: 

Based on the preliminary concepts developed and some high level (range of magnitude) 
estimates it could be assessed that the costs to provide for a permanent solution to flooding 
will be significant. Depending on the option and impacts they could be anywhere from $50 to 
$100M and up. The next study (Integration of riverine and urban flood system modelling) will 
bring additional detail but only the EA process could provide more details and more accurate 
estimates. Future reports will also provide an implementation strategy and potential sources 
for funding. Staff will monitor potential grants and will actively pursue any opportunity to 
secure funding for various components of the project. 

The Etobicoke Creek revitalization project appears to be an ideal candidate for the new 
Canada Build Disaster Mitigation program due to its main purpose - to remove the flood risk 
from the downtown Urban Growth Centre area but also through its implications on public 
infrastructure, economic development revitalization and placemaking. Staff will report to 
Council on future grant seeking undertakings. 

There are no immediate funding implications. Upon the completion of the Feasibility studies 
potential budget items will be identified and submitted to Council for approval for the 2015 
budget and future forecasts. 
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Strategic Plan: 

This project achieves the Strategic Plan priorities in the areas of Growth Management 
(Growing) and Economic Development (Thriving). Downtown revitalization is one of the most 
important initiatives for the "Increase prominence of the Central Area" Strategic Initiative in 
the area of Growth Management. 

Conclusions: 

Based on preliminary findings it appears that potential solutions to eliminate flood risk and 
remove the existing downtown area from and the Special Policy Area are possible but may 
require a combination of measures and a more detailed feasibility and financial impact study. 

An Integrated riverine-urban flood investigation is required as the next step in gaining a full 
understanding of the issues pertaining to flood risk. City Staff will initiate the study, engage 
with TRCA, will and report back with the findings. The combination of the Urban Design and 
Land Use Vision for the area described in the current report, the overall Urban Design 
Concept Plan, the Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study, and the Sustainable Infrastructure Plan 
for the area are forming a comprehensive planning and design framework which will be 
integrated in the upcoming Master Plan for the area to guide its revitalization and 
redevelopment in its multiple aspects, to ensure coordination of various disciplines involved 
and a fast tracked implementation of the Vision as approved by Council. 

The Joint City of Brampton/TRCA Technical Team has proven to be an effective venue for 
coordination of this complex, integrated initiative and will continue to oversee the Downtown 
Brampton Revitalization Studies. Staff will develop a comprehensive plan for managing the 
required technical studies with associated governance, resources, timelines and budget. 

The EA process to move toward implementation of a flood mitigation scheme will proceed 
through the drafting of the Terms of Reference that incorporate the timelines of the required 
supporting technical works and Master Plan. 

Staff will submit future reports to update the Committee and Council and seek direction at 
key points to advance this important project for Downtown, Central Area and the city. 

Alex Taranu, FCIP, RPP, OAA 'aul.Snape, MCIP, RPP 
Manager, Architectural Design Director, Development Services 
Planning and Building Planning and Building 
Planning and Infrastructure Planning and Infrastructure 

CPISO 

PateliflWl 
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APPENDIX 1: May 29th CofC Recommendations 

KB BRAM PTON	 Corporate Services
 
wWHl ri„,t._ r»u.	 Council and Administrative Services
iwomptoiw Howeruty 

Date: June 7, 2013 

To: D. Kraszewski P. Snape A. Taranu 

From: Sonya Pacheco 

The following recommendation of the Committee of Council Meeting of May 29, 2013 
was approved by Council on June 5, 2013: 

CW178-2013 1.	 That the presentation by the following individuals, to the Committee 
of Council Meeting of May 29, 2013, re: Status Report-
Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies (File P26) be 
received: 

1.	 A. Taranu, Manager of Architectural Design, Planning, 
Design and Development; 

2.	 R. Scheckenberger, AMEC and Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority, re: Flood Mitigation Measures 
Hydrology and Engineering Study; 

3.	 D. Leinster, The Planning Partnership, re: Urban Design 
and Land Use Study; and, 

2.	 That the report fromA- Taranu, Manager of Architectural Design, 
Planning, Design and Development, dated May 16, 2013, re: 
Status Report - Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization 
Studies -RML #2013-020 (File P26) be received; and, 

3.	 That staff be directed to continue the work based on the principles 
and concepts outlined in the subject report, to present the key 
preliminary concepts and findings (including preliminary estimates) 
in the Fall and to initiate stakeholder and public communication. 

A. Taranu, Manager of Architectural Design, Planning, Design and Development, is 
requested to carry out the direction in clause 3 of Recommendation CW178-2013. 
(RML #2013-029} 

Sonya Pacheco 
Legislative Coordinator 
City Clerk's Office 
Tel: 905-874-2178 / Fax: 905-874-2119 
sonya. pacheco(5).brampton.ca 

(CW-E1/K8) 

http:pacheco(5).brampton.ca
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APPENDIX 2: Discussion Paper 

Background: 

On May 29th 2013 staff and TRCA presented a Status Report to the Committee ofCouncil. 
See the Committee Recommendation in Appendix 1 

"That staff be directed to continue the work based on the principles and concepts outlined in 
the subject report, to present the key preliminary concepts and findings (includingpreliminary 
estimates) in the Fall and to initiate stakeholder and public communication." 

The purpose of this report is to respond to Council request and to: 

a) Provide a status update of the joint TRCA/City feasibility studies to address permanent 
solutions to flooding. 

b) Present the potential flood and risk mitigation options with a preliminary assessment of 
their impact 

c)	 Present the updated urban design and land use concepts integrating the flood 
mitigation measures and building toward the implementation of the City's Vision for the 
area and Downtown 

d) Present preliminary high level range of magnitude estimates and an outline of the 
potential implementation measures 

e) Seek direction to finalize the Feasibility Studies phase and to advance towards the 
next phase 

The report summarized the two main components of the Feasibility Studies: 

The Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study outlined the current explorations for possible flood 
mitigation solutions such as a Land Protection Form (similar to the one recently built in the 
West Don Lands in Toronto), channel reconfiguration, etc. 

The Urban Design and Land Use Study included an updated vision for the Etobicoke Creek 
area based on the City's approved 2005 Urban Design Vision. Summarized as "The City 
Faces the River, the City Rediscovers the River", this Vision sees the Etobicoke Creek area 
of the Downtown as a key asset and opportunity for revitalization and character 
enhancement. This area is considered to be crucial to the entire Downtown revitalization 
process having the potential to enhance its character and attraction and to create new public 
realm opportunities. 

The importance of the Etobicoke Creek Area in the Downtown Revitalization and of this 
project is based on the following concepts: 

• It can provide long term solutions to flooding problems and result in a flood-free downtown 

• It will create a very attractive feature of downtown and the city which is missing now 
combining natural and man-made open space, strong public realm, public art which will 
attract visitors, residents, businesses 

• It can unleash the development potential of downtown (mixed use, residential, commercial, 
institutional) by removing flood related constraints and increasing its marketability 

• It will create extensive economic development opportunities 

• Opportunity for consolidation and development of the infrastructure (utilities, amenities) 

• Opportunity for sustainable revitalization and management of the corridor, to implement 
low impact, environmentally sound principles, public health impact 
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• It will create a flexible, functional, appealing, comfortable place for gatherings, activities 
a destination for the city 

• It will build on the city's tradition and history creating a place with strong character and 
identity 

Current Situation: 

Since May 29th the joint team has done intense work and advanced the two studies 
components. This section describes the scope and current status of each of feasibility 
studies underway to address the downtown flooding issue: 

• Flood Protection and Mitigation Feasibility Study (AMEC/TRCA) 
• Urban Design and Land Use Study (The Planning Partnership/City of Brampton) 

A. Flood Protection and Mitigation Feasibility Study (AMEC/TRCA) 

The goal of the Flood Protection Feasibility Study, led by TRCA, is to examine options to 
reduce and/or eliminate the Regional storm event flood. The Flood Characterization 
assessment for this study has determined that the flooding in downtown Brampton relates to 
two mechanisms: a spill conditions from Etobicoke creek at Church Street and just 
downstream through Rosalea Park, as well as a backwater condition downstream of the 
railway (at the downstream limit of the Special Policy Area). 

Based on this, flood mitigation alternatives have been considered which have the potential to 
address one or both of these mechanisms. The assessment has been conducted as a 

feasibility study, whereby the results of several previous studies (e.g., Ken Whillans Drive 
Extension and Downtown Drainage Improvements Class EA, and others) have been used as 
appropriate, along with several new alternatives, and combinations of alternatives not 
previously addressed. 

Options were assessed based on their ability to meet the hydraulic goals of the project, and a 
high level analysis of feasibility of construction and costs were provided. Evaluation of 
environmental, social and economic impacts and opportunities were considered at a high 
level and will require further analysis. The following general alternatives to mitigate the flood 
condition and risk in Downtown Brampton were investigated (long-list of alternatives): 

Alternative 'A': Conveyance Improvements 

Alternative 'B': Flood Control 

Alternative 'C: Diversion 

Alternative 'D': Floodproofing 

Alternative 'E': Land Acquisition 

Alternative 'F: Combinations of the above 

All of the alternatives listed above (with several options in each category) were subjected to a 
preliminary assessment based on their potential to reduce riverine flood levels. Those that 
were found to provide a reduction in flood levels were selected to be carried forward for 
further study. The alternatives were assessed independently and in combination. Further 
details on the selection criteria and methodology can be found in previous reports to Council 
and will be made available in the final consultant's report. 
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Nine (9) alternatives were advanced to a short-list for further analysis (potentially through the 
Environmental Assessment process). The short-listed alternatives have been divided into 
short and long term solutions with consideration for the expected planning and design 
timeframe for implementation. Short term and long term alternatives are considered to have 
the potential to be implemented in less than 10 years and greater than 10 years, respectively. 
Implementation of alternatives should consider the associated upstream flood impacts and 
provide for the minimization or elimination of these impacts. 

Short - List of Alternatives: 

A2: Rosalea Park Flood Berm 

A3: Combined Flood Protection Landform 

A5: Lower by-pass channel 

A7: Downstream Channel Improvements 

A8: Tailwater Flood Protection Landform 

A9: Clarence Street Bridge Improvements 

B3: Greenfield Stormwater Management 

C: Floodproofing 

Combination 1: A3+A4.A6 

Combination 2: A3+A5 

Conclusions: 

The main goal of the feasibility study was to find options to eliminate the flood risk during a 
regulatory storm in the downtown core. Combination 2 (which combines a flood protection 
landform with lowering of the by-pass channel) would meet this goal and provide permanent 
flood protection thereby allowing for the removal of lands from the floodplain (with policy 
implications for the SPA). The secondary goal, of reducing flood risks (with permanent flood 
control measures) can also be met with various alternatives or combinations thereof. These 
would include the construction of a landform, channel lowering, channel widening, bridge 
improvements or combinations. 

The construction of a "berm" (which is physically different than a "landform") at Rosalea Park 
would provide functional flood risk reduction but would not be considered to be a permanent 
structure. Should the landform options be screened from future study due to cost 
constraints, then Alternative 2 (berm option) could be considered in the general interest of 
protection of public safety. 

Although B3: stormwater management does not mitigate flood risk in the downtown core as a 
stand alone alternative, it has been advanced as it represents the potential to mitigate 
Regional Storm flood impacts associated with future development in the headwaters of 
Etobicoke Creek. 

Environmental Assessment: 

The current study has demonstrated that there are several feasible flood protection 
alternatives available to either mitigate or reduce the existing riverine flood risk in Downtown 
Brampton. For any of the short-listed flood protection alternatives to be implemented, the 
planning and design process would be required to fulfill the provisions of the Environmental 
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Assessment Act and comply with the Class Environmental Assessment (EA) process. The 
Class EA process requires that the implementation of a qualifying project (e.g. flood 
protection works) consider all functional, natural, social and economic impacts and 
opportunities. The current study has primarily focused on the functional environment while 
identifying the other components of an EA study at a high-level only. 

A future Class EA could be carried out under either the Conservation Authority Class EA or 
Municipal Class EA process. The selected process would also dictate the primary proponent; 
for example if the Conservation Authority Class EA were selected, TRCA would be the 
primary proponent. However, there are restrictions to the process due to TRCAs mandate (to 
reduce flood risk to existing development and flood works are to provide remedial protection 
only). Under either Class process, consultation would be extended to a broader range of 
stakeholders than presently engaged for the current feasibility study. 

B. Urban Design and Land Use Study (The Planning Partnership/City of Brampton) 

The Planning Partnership, the City's Urban Design consultant has focused on the urban 
design implication of the potential mitigation measures, has developed the master concept 
plan for the area and assessed development and public realm impacts and potential in order 
to achieve the City's Vision. 

As outlined in the May 29th, 2013 Report, a Vision for the Revitalization ofthe Etobicoke 
Creek Area has been drafted and it includes under the key motto ('The City Faces the 
River, the City Rediscovers the River") the principles of balancing and integrating flood 
and risk reduction measures with city-building, redevelopment, placemaking concepts of the 
Downtown redevelopment Vision. 

Concepts such as integrating a potential Flood Protection Form with public space use, 
reconfiguring the channel for public use, establishing pedestrian and cycling connections 
through a riverwalk system and in general transforming a liability to a opportunity and asset 
have been presented. The preliminary conclusion of the first phase of the study was that the 
Etobicoke Creek area of Downtown has great redevelopment potential and there is an 
opportunity to reduce/ contain/eliminate flood risk, remove the Special Policy Area constraint 
and to create a place that attracts people and development, re-establishes connections and 
strengthens the downtown character. 

The time since the May 29th Report saw very intense project activity: further study has been 
performed to asses in more detail flood mitigation options, to look at impacts of such 
measures to the surrounding area. Work on the Urban Design/Land use side could be 
summarized as it follows: 

The Urban Design Vision for the area has been refined and summarized in the following 10 
Urban Design Principles for the Revitalization of the area: 

1 -CONNECT 

The Downtown to the River 

Existing Trails with New Trails 

Rosalea Park with the Larger Open Space Network 

Pedestrians to the River with New, Continuous Trail & Numerous Entry Points 

li 
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Citizens to Participate in Watershed Health 

2 - DISCOVER 

The Revitalized Etobicoke Creek as a Major Amenity 

New Parks & Trails with Flexible Programming 

Urbanized Built Form Edges Along Streets & Open Spaces 

3 - CATALYZE 

Development facing the river 

Downtown development by addressing the Special Policy Area issue 

4 - PROTECT 

The Downtown from Flooding 

Open Green Space 

Heritage Buildings 

5 - GREEN 

Flood Protection Infrastructure as Open Space Amenity 

Built Form &Open Space with Sustainable Design Including Green Roofs, Integrated Natural 
Systems 

The River's Edge with Native Habitat Planting 

6 - FRAME 

Rosalea Park with Urbanized, Activated Built Form Edge 

Pedestrian Priority Streets Along the River's Edge Near Queen Street 

7 - ACTIVATE 

Streets With Podium Base, Low Rise, Mid-Rise & Integration of Heritage Buildings 

Park Edges with Urbanized Built Form with Cafes, Patios & Front Doors on the Park 

The River with a New Pedestrian Experience Along the River, with Street Edge, Urban 
Squares & Parks 

8 - URBANIZE 

Built Form Adjacent to the River and Parks 

Complete (Shared) Streets that put Pedestrians First 

9 - ENHANCE 

Etobicoke Creek as a Public Amenity Space 

Urban Ecology &Sustainability Along River &Trails (Habitat Planting, Urban Canopy, 
Permeability) 

Rosalea Park as a Reconceived Open Space 

HACE Initiative with Performance & Gathering Spaces in Parks 

Multi Modal Pedestrian Transportation Access 

12 
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10-DIVERSIFY 

Programming in Parks to Allow for Flexible Uses 

Built Form for Mixed-Use Adjacent to the River 

Mix of Public and Private Uses 

Combined under the key Vision statement ('The City Faces the River, the City 
Rediscovers the River"), the application of these principles will result in an area that could 
be one of the main factors in Downtown revitalization, a main attraction, bringing people 
Downtown for activities, recreation, the central park of the Downtown core neighbourhood, an 
area attractive to all ages, all citizens, with a strong character and a main contributor to the 
Downtown and City's identity. This area will also be a demonstration of sustainability in the 
broadest sense - from environmental protection to integration of sustainable, green 
infrastructure, demonstration of low impact development techniques, to provision of public 
space for public health and social balance. 

The Urban Design and Land use concepts for the area have been further developed based 
on the main solutions of the flood mitigation measures including an overall Master Concept 
Plan integrated within the area context, two urban design concept plans integrating the two 
preferred Flood Protection Landform concepts and concepts for channel reconfiguration. 

Conceptual sections have also been developed including the idea of rebuilding the Church 
Street bridge. Preliminary concepts have been developed for changes in land use that may 
be triggered by the flood mitigation measures and the development of the open space 
system including the idea that the newly redeveloped park could be an attraction for 
development. 

Preliminary concepts have also been developed for a potential Pilot project, the Scott Street 
Riverwalk. This is a walkway that could be built on existing TRCA lands above the flood line, 
connecting Scott and Queen Streets along the channel, creating a precedent, a sign of things 
to come and sending a strong signal of the City's interest and longer term vision for the area. 

Preliminary cost estimates at a range of magnitude level have also been prepared for the 
concepts. They will need to be revisited as mitigation solutions evolve, urban flood is taken in 
consideration and the implications on the existing area are studied. 

Case studies and examples 

As outlined in the May 29th report, staff is actively monitoring relevant projects that could offer 
useful lessons and precedents. The West Don Lands Park and Flood Protection Landform 
(FPL) were illustrated in the previous report and construction has been completed. The FPL 
set the standards for functionality, design, construction and has not been impacted by the 
recent floods in the area. 

At the same time a major project is going on the nearby area of Toronto - The Mouth of Don 
River and Portlands infrastructure work and EAs. This is a major development and 
infrastructure project that builds on the West Don Lands precedent and also includes a very 
significant Flood Protection Landform and other risk reduction measures in order to allow the 
redevelopment of the entire area. A very interesting phasing and funding mechanism is being 
developed and could create a very useful precedent and example for Brampton's project 

13 
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The Bow River project in Downtown Calgary is also monitored since it is a landmark project 
that managed to revitalize the entire riverfront and trigger the redevelopment of the area, in 
particular the East Village. The project has created a very high quality public realm 

Staff is continuing to monitor these projects and others to draw lessons from their evolution 
and will keep Council updated. 

Evaluation 

Due to the very preliminary nature of the studies the focus of this phase was on studying the 
feasibility of various options. Even at this early stage some of the potential solutions have 
proven to be unfeasible and will not be further developed. A preliminary list of the potential 
evaluation criteria has been developed and will be further refined and used in the more 
advanced stages of the project. Full development and evaluation of options will be performed 
at the formal EA stage. 

Coordination with other projects and initiatives 

There are a number of projects in the area that a closely related to this project. They include: 
the Ken Whilans extension EA; Central Area Sustainable Infrastructure; Queen street High 
Order Transit; Pathways and Rosalea Park development; Downtown Beautification; various 
other planning and urban design projects such as the Community Improvement Plan, 
Downtown Mobility Hub Plan and Guidelines, development approvals. Staff from various 
departments are part of the Joint Team with TRCA and will ensure full coordination among 
these projects including interim work currently planned for the Tennis Club area. 

Communication and engagement 

Following the May 29th Committee report and communication a Web page has been 
developed and posted on the City's Web site to ensure communication with the stakeholders 
and interested public (http://www.brampton.ca/EN/Business/planninQ-development/proiects
studies/Pages/Downtown-Etobicoke-Creek-Revitalization-Studies.aspx). TRCA has also 
developed a brochure including facts about the flood issues and channel status which has 
been circulated to the area Councillors. 

Corporate Implications 

Property implications 
The City's Buildings and Property Management Department has assigned Real Estate staff 
to complement the joint team and the consultants work and assess real estate impacts for 
the proposed flood mitigation measures. The property impacts will be determined based on 
the technical solutions through the EA process. Real estate staff will continue to provide 
advice as the project progresses. 

Financial Implications: 
Based on the preliminary concepts developed and some high level (range of magnitude) 
estimates it could assessed that the costs to provide for a permanent solution to flooding will 
be significant. Depending on the option and impacts they could be anywhere from $50 to 
$100M and up. The next study (integration of Urban Flood issues) will bring additional detail 
but onlythe EA process could provide more details and more accurate estimates. Future 
reports will also provide an implementation strategy and potential sources for funding. 

Upon the completion of the Feasibility studies potential budget items will be identified and 
submitted to Council for approval for the 2015 budget and future forecasts. 
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In order to have a clear idea of the potential costs, financial implications, to draft and 
establish a financial and funding strategy, the following elements will have to be taken in 
consideration: 

A. Costs. This part will include: 
1. Land (acquisition/expropriation, legal costs) 
2. Construction (includes hard costs, O/H and profit, design, contingency) for elements such 
as FPL options, Channel reconfiguration/reconstruction, Bridges 
reconstruction/reinforcement, Open space construction (FPL top-up + treatment, woodlot, 
hard/soft landscape, park development, equipment, streetscape, wayfinding and signage), 
channel reconfiguration top-up, riverwalk, street furniture, pilot project, contingencies, cost 
escalation 

3. Soft costs (major studies/design - eg EAs, due diligence, financing) 
4. Maintenance and Operation: flood protection features, Parkland, Streets and infrastructure 

B. A Business Case analysis would also include factors such as: 

- Capital Investment 
- Liabilities (risk, insurance) 
- Financial implications: taxation, assessment, business loss/gain 
- Benefits: SPA regime removal (construction cost reduction, Development - removal of 
constraints incentives (land, units, construction/market value); New developable parcels 
created (Land, yield, construction value, market value, DCs, tax revenue 

As the project will evolve, solutions will be fully developed and assessed and cost estimates 
detailed staff will work to develop a full Business Case, financial and funding strategy 
including potential partnerships, charges, taxes, coordination with the Community 
Improvement Plan and other initiatives. 

Implementation 

In order to complete the Feasibility studies and the due diligence phase, the integration of 
Urban Flood issues is needed. City Staff will draft the Terms of Reference for such integrated 
assessment and will initiate the study and report back with the findings. 

The combination of the Urban Design and Land Use Vision for the area described in the 
current report, the overall Urban Design Concept Plan, the Flood Mitigation Analysis Studies, 
and the Sustainable Infrastructure Plan for the area are forming a de facto Comprehensive 
Master Plan/Planning Framework for the area to guide its revitalization and redevelopment in 
its multiple aspects, to ensure coordination of various disciplines involved and a fast tracked 
implementation of the Vision as approved by Council. 

The Planning and Design Framework could be a comprehensive, integrated, document 
including the following potential projects and associated documents: 

1.	 Feasibility Studies (Phase 1 - Channel)
 
- Flood Mitigation Study
 
- Land Use and Urban Design Study
 

2.	 Feasibility Studies (Phase 2)
 
- Urban Flood Study, downstream/ upstream
 
- Urban Design and Land Use implications
 

3.	 Pilot project (by-pass pathway) 
4.	 Sustainability, Environment, Ecology Study 
5.	 Rosalea Park (open space programming) study 
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6. Sustainable Infrastructure study details (transportation, utilities) 
7. Real Estate Study 

Conclusions 

Based on preliminary findings it appears that potential solutions to eliminate flood risk and 
remove the existing downtown area from and the Special Policy Area are possible but may 
require a combination of measures and a more detailed feasibility and financial impact study. 

An Integrated riverine-urban flood investigation is required as the next step in gaining a full 
understanding of the issues pertaining to flood risk. City Staff will initiate the study, engage 
with TRCA, will and report back with the findings. The combination of the Urban Design and 
Land Use Vision for the area described in the current report, the overall Urban Design 
Concept Plan, the Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study, and the Sustainable Infrastructure Plan 
for the area are forming a comprehensive planning and design framework which will be 
integrated in the upcoming Master Plan for the area to guide its revitalization and 
redevelopment in its multiple aspects, to ensure coordination of various disciplines involved 
and a fast tracked implementation of the Vision as approved by Council. Staff will develop a 
comprehensive plan for initiating and managing the required technical studies with 
associated governance, resources, timelines and budget. 

The EA process to move toward implementation of a flood mitigation scheme will proceed 
through the drafting of the Terms of Reference that incorporates the timelines of the required 
supporting technical works and Master Plan. 

The Joint City of Brampton/TRCA Technical Team has proven to be an effective venue for 
coordination of this complex, integrated initiative and will continue to oversee the Downtown 
Brampton Revitalization Study. Staff will develop a comprehensive plan for managing the 
required technical studies with associated governance, resources, timelines and budget. 

This work will be subject to future reports to the Committee and Council. 
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APPENDIX 3 - Powerpoint presentation 
(Study summary) 

G:\CommDes\UrbanDesPubBldgs\CentralArea\Downtown\DTFIood\Work\Reports\140611 CofC\rpt_AMT_140522_DECRS_forSMT 
integrating TRCA rev4 as per PS.docx 
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Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization
 

City of Brampton 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Study 
H 
CO 

Committee of Council June 11th, 2014 



Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization 

Background 

Joint Technical Team initiated in 2011 with representatives
 
from TRCA and the City
 Downtown Etobicoke Creek 

Revitalization Study:Work on the SPA Policy update 
Urban Design & Land Use 

Feasibility Studies initiated in 2012 with consultants hired Study 
for Flood Mitigation and Urban Design and Land Use
 
studies
 

SPA report April 2013 outlining Feasibility Studies scope 

Feasibility Studies report May 29th outlining preliminary
 
concepts for flood mitigation and urban design
 

Detailed work of consulting team (AMEC and TPP) - short
 
list of options, modelling, alternatives/combinations, urban
 
design concepts, estimates
 

Status presentation to SMT (Dec 2013) and Joint Team
 
(February 2013)
 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies 
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Downtown: Policy, Studies and Capital Work
 

% 
& 

«Pv 

1.b 

$&• 
4.b 

* 

4.a, cQueen Street West 

•:, 

4. Queen Street West
 

Planning and Design Study,
 
DPS Implementation
 

Capital/infrastructure work:
 

- South West Quadrant Phase 1
 

- Alderlea Corporate Centre
 
- Heritage Theatre Redevelopment
 
- Hotel Convention Centre Study
 
- CA Sustainable Infrastructure
 

Study 

2.	 Main Street North 

Development Permit System 

2. 

i f^W 
'**> 

I. 
J1.a UD Study, rezoning; 

b. Downtown Mobility
 
Hub Area Urban Design
 
Plan and guidelines
 

I
1.a 

3.	 Downtown 

Beautification 

Program3. 
- Streetscape 
improvements 
- Public Art m 

iB '•— ——-»—— -mmmmm ••••< "* 

7. High Order Transit LRT 
Study/EA 

• 8. Main Street South Heritage 
j	 District Study 

Policy work: 

Community Improvement 
Plan (CIP) 

Special Policy Area (SPA) 

HACE Strategy 

Downtown Parking Strategy 

6. Etobicoke Creek Revitalization 

a. Flood and UD/LU Study 
b.	 Ken Whilans Ext EA 

c. Rosalea Park Master Plan 

9. Queen Street East 

HOT Business Case 

9.
Queen Street East 

5. 
5. Queen Street East/ 

Hospital Area 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies 



Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Project
 

Main attributes of the Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization initiative: 

•	 It can solve the flooding problems and result in a flood-free downtown 

•	 It will create a very attractive feature of downtown and the city which is missing 
now combining natural and man made open space, strong public realm, public art 
which will attract visitors, residents, businesses 

•	 It can unleash the development potential of downtown (mixed use, residential, 
commercial, institutional) by removing flood related constraints and increasing its 
marketability 

•	 It will create extensive economic development opportunities 

• Opportunity for consolidation and development of the infrastructure (utilities, 
amenities) 

• Opportunity for sustainable revitalization and management of the corridor, to
 
implement low impact, environmentally sound principles, public health impact
 

•	 It will create a flexible, functional, appealing, comfortable place for gatherings,
 
activities - a destination for the city
 

•	 It will build on the city's tradition and history creating a place with strong character 
and identity 
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Revitalization and Redevelopment Principles
 
Tim Downtown to the River 

ExistingTiailswith New Trails o 
Rosalea Parkwith the LargerOpenSpace Network

CONNECT 
Pedestrians to the River with New. Continuous Trail 

&Numerous Entry Points 

Citizens to Participate in Watershed Health 

People to Each Oihei in Positive Public Sp 11 es 

H 
0 The Revitalized Etobicoke Creekas a Maioi Amenity 

NewPaiks &Trails withFlexible ProgrammingDISCOVER 
Urbanized Built Form Edges Along Stieets&Open Spaces 

Development facing the uvoi 

CATALYZE	 Downtown development by addressing the SpecialPolicy 
Area issue 

Placemaking with a newidentity lor the Rivei &1 Downtown 

O	 The Downtown from Flooding
 

Open Green Space
 PROTECT H Natural and Cultmal Heritage 

Flood Protection Infrastiuctuie as Open Space Amenity 0 
Built Form & Open Space with Sustainable Design 

GREEN HIncludingGreen Roofs. Integrated NaturalSystems 

The River's Edge with NativeHabitat Planting 

0

FRAME —|
. 

ACTIVATE 

O 

URBANIZE 1 
O
 

ENHANCE
 

DIVERSIFY i
 

Rosalea Park with Urbanized, Activated Built Form Edge 

Pedestrian Prioiity Sheets Along the River's Edge Near 
Queen Street 

Streets With Podium Base. Low Rise. Mid-Rise & 

Integration ol HeritageBuildings 

Park Edges with Urbanized BuiltForm with Cafes. 

Patios & Front Doors on the Paik 

The River witha NewPedestrian Experience Along 
the River, with Street Edge, Uiban Sguares & Parks 

H 
Built Form Adjacent to the Rivei and Parks oÔ 

Complete (Shared) Streets that put Pedestrians First K^ 

Parks with Activated Edges and Flexible Uses Kf^ 

Etobicoke Creek as a Public AmenitySpace 

Urban Ecology &Sustainability Along River &Trails 
(Habitat Planting. UibanCanopy. Permeability) 

Rosalea Paik as a Reconcerved Open Space 

HACE Initiative withPerformance &Garnering 
Spaces in Parks 

Multi ModalPedestrian TransportationAccess 

The Identity of Brampton 

Programming in Paiks to Allow lor Flexible Uses 

Built Form for Mixed-Use Adjacent to the River 

Mix of Public and Piivate Uses 



10	 Urban Design Principles to Revitalize Downtown Etobicoke Creek
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Current findings: Urban Design and Land Use (TPP) 

Conceptual Open Space Plan integrating Flood Mitigation Alternatives A, B, C (FPL) 

Urban Design/Land Use Considerations: Environment, ecology, sustainability elements 

- Open Space Master Plan, including new Rosalea Park - FPL Treatment: Alt. A, B, C 
Precinct/District/Area - Channel treatment 

- Open Space details (concepts, use, design, programming) - Placemaking, wayfinding, public art 
- Relationship to Built Form, existing and new - Character, theming 
- Circulation, linkages 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies 



Conceptual Cross Sections
 
Cross Section A - South of Church Street condition 

Proposed new bridge at Church Street 

> 

Proposed FPL and 
redeveloped Rosalea Park Existing grade and 

channel 
Existing residential on Scott Street 

south of Church Street 

Longitudi9nal Cross Section North of Scott Street 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization StudiesFtonrCm 
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Pilot project - Scott Street Riverwalk 

Project concept: 
Quick "demonstration/pilot project to
 
raise awareness of the river and a
 

"sign of things to come"
 

Description 
Open the unused piece of land on the
 
East side of the channel between
 

Queen Street and Scott, construct
 

walkway, install lights, benches,
 
communication panels
 

Implementation 

- Concept 2013 w budget estimate
 

- Buy in, governance, organization
 

- Detailed design 2014
 

- Implementation? 2014-15 (budget?)
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Flood Mitigation Measures Study 

Review & Key Issues 

Two (2) mechanisms cause flooding in the SPA 

— Spill from Etobicoke Creek at Church Street 

• Upstream of by-pass channel 

• Impacts all of SPA 

- Backwater from Etobicoke Creek 

• Downstream of by-pass channel 

• Impacts primarily east of Main Street 

Each mechanism requires a distinct and
 
separate solution to mitigate
 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies 



Flood Mitigation Measures Study:
 

Review & Key Issues
 
The following short listed alternatives address the spill and backwater:
 

Spill Mitigation
 

- Combination 1 

• Alternative A3: Flood Protection Landform 

• Alternative A4: Bridge Improvements (Church Street Only) 

• Alternative A6: Widen Bypass Channel (Rosaleo Park Only)
 

- Combination 2
 
H 

• Alternative A3: Flood Protection Landform 

• Alternative A5: Lower Bypass Channel 
o 

- Combination 3 

• Alternative A5: Lower Bypass Channel 

• Alternative A6: Widen Bypass Channel 

Backwater Mitigation
 

- Alternative A7: Downstream Channel Improvements
 

- Alternative A8: Tailwater Flood Protection Landform
 

- Alternative A9: Clarence Street Bridge Improvements
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Review & Key Issues
 

Alternative A3: Flood Protection Landform 

- Option 1: Church Street 

- Option 2: Alexander Street (Screened) 

- Option 3: Ellen Street 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies 



TRCA/AMEC: Flood Mitigation Options
 
Tolerable flood impact assessment; SPA reduction option study 

Downstream Impacts 

1.	 Backflow protection (no risk increase) 
2.	 Environmental issue (former dump) 
3.	 Potential measures: permanent (FPL), non-permanent (berm) 
4.	 Potential use ofparkland 
5.	 Clarence, Main Street south bridges 

Upstream Impacts 

1.	 Scott street West and East buildings impact 
and measures (berm?) 

2.	 Duggan Park 
3.	 CPS, Green way lands impact 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies 



COB: Communication and Engagement
 

• Web site launched for the Feasibility 
Studies in coordination with the 

Policy page: 

•	 http://www.brampton.ca/EN/Busines 

s/planning-development/projects

studies/Pages/Downtown-Etobicoke

Creek-Revitalization-Studies.aspx 

• Communication brochure drafted by 

TRCA and submitted to area 

councilors 

Downtown Etobicoke Creek 

Revitalization Study: 
Urban Design & Land Use 

Study 

The City Faces the River The City Rediscovers the River	 H 
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Benchmarking, Case Studies: Toronto Don River, Portland
 

How does the Amended Alternative Fulfill the Project Goals' 2013 PLAI - Phase 2 - Flood Protection - Detail 

Flood Protection • I Naturalization 

Permanent removal of Aquatic Habitat Phased flood 

Hood tiik horn 240 ha U Hectares protection allows 
ot land development to 

Naturalization proceed In »tep with 
(TenetMal / completion of the 
Wetland): new rrver valley 

16 Hectares 

i> •: .4 :. Hllwiomo titom*' 
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^% ^y014-15 Workplan 

SPA Policy update completion (done - April) 

Feasibility Studies Phase 1 completion (May) 

Feasibility Studies Phase 2 (Flood Mitigation/Urban
 
Flood Study + upstream/downstream)
 

Pilot project - initiation, concept development 

EA initiation (FPL, channel reconfiguration, Church
 

Street bridge) - scope, Terms of References,
 
resources 

Funding/grants 

Other studies (associated with the EA):
 
- Ken Whilans EA completion
 

- Surveys, geotechnical
 
- Sustainability/Ecology Study
 
- Rosalea Park Programming study
 

Longer term work:
 
- Downtown Master Plan
 

- FPL/Channel detailed design
 
- Church Street Bridge replacement/Infrastructure [BRAMPTON V
 DOWNTOWN Fl OOO STUDY 

CBMunMWV

update •I 

- Pathway/riverwalk, park redevelopment 
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